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Camera networks have been considered for a large set of visual monitoring applications. For some of them, cameras may be
continuously monitoring scenes or groups of targets, but some events may trigger a critical level of visual monitoring, as in public
security, industrial automation, and response to natural disasters. In such way, some critical events as a bomb explosion, a volcanic
eruption, forest wildfire, or a car accidentmust be capturedwith high relevance, potentially helpingwhen identifying responsibilities
and during rescue operations. New relevance levels, which can be reflected in higher quality of transmitted images or video streams
or even higher priority during transmission over the network must be quickly assigned to cameras that can view the critical events.
In this work we propose amethodology to dynamically assign relevancies to cameras that view the area of critical events, employing
scalar sensors and a decentralized decision mechanism. The resulting multimodal camera network can considerably enhance the
critical surveillance in different monitoring applications. We propose some optimizations that exploit the monitoring relevance in
such scenarios.

1. Introduction

In last decades, an increasing demand for surveillance appli-
cations has fostered the development of new monitoring
technologies. In this context, camera networks for visual
surveillance have been employed as an effective tool for
applications in public security, industrial automation, and
disaster monitoring, helping in the prevention, control, and
criminal investigation when undesired events occur [1, 2].
Cameras can be embedded in resource-constrained sen-
sors or in small computer devices, with different coding,
processing, and resolution capabilities [3]. Moreover, they
can be interconnected by wired or wireless technologies
with different transmission characteristics. We define camera
networks as any interconnected devices with visual monitor-
ing capabilities, which retrieve visual information from the
monitored field and deliver it to the network gateway (for
processing or storage).

When monitoring a large area, hundreds or thousands
of cameras can be deployed for surveillance [1, 2]. In usual
operation, which we define as the period of time without the
occurrence of any (critical) event of interest, cameras may
retrieve visual information with standard quality. A standard
quality level for all active cameras may lower the impact
of visual data traffic over the network, which could reduce
energy consumption, congestion, and packet corruption rate.
Additionally, continuous transmission of high-quality visual
data may waste database storage space. Transmission of low-
quality images and video streams during usual surveillance
may be even more necessary for wireless visual sensor net-
works (WVSN), since camera-enabled sensors are typically
battery-operated [4]. Furthermore, during usual operation,
the network may employ the same routing algorithm for all
transmitted packets. In generalwords, whenno relevant event
occurs, all transmitted information is not like to be critical for
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the monitoring application, and thus they receive the same
treatment by the network.

Frequently, a critical situation needs to be monitored
with higher visual quality and the retrieved information
needs to be delivered with lower end-to-end delay than
usual transmission. In public security, for example, visual
information can be retrieved by cameras scattered over a
city, or more strictly for coverage of a sporting event or
a public meeting. In this context, some critical event may
occur in a specific region, that is, covered only by a subset
of the deployed cameras. As a relevant example, during 2013
Boston Marathon, a terrorist attack detonated two bombs
near the finish line. For a camera network monitoring the
entire competition, cameras that can view the explosion area
could receive higher priority as soon as the bombs exploded,
which could be reflected in the quality of the retrieved visual
information or in routing priority over the network. In other
words, those cameras could be triggered to transmit still
images or video streams with higher resolution and routers
could drop packets from irrelevant cameras to prioritize
packets originated from cameras with higher relevance.

Optimizations based on the sensing relevance of visual
sensors can considerably enhance the performance of wire-
less visual sensor networks and general purpose camera
networks, but this concept has already been proposed. In [5],
we proposed a novel sensing relevance index to be exploited
in cross-layer optimization mechanisms aimed at energy
efficiency, reliability, flow control, and security in wireless
visual sensor networks. In that work, the sensing relevance of
each source node is computed according to the application
monitoring requirements, and a central unit at the sink
side is employed to support such computing. This QoE-
based prioritization approach defines a global QoS parameter
that can be exploited in many ways. Recently, we exploited
this concept to propose different optimizations to reduce
energy consumption in wireless image sensor networks,
adapting the transmission frequencies of source nodes [6],
the routing algorithm for time-critical transmissions [7] and
the retransmission of corrupted packets [8].

The work in [5] provides a reasonable way to differentiate
visual sensors according to their sensing relevance, but it
may not be efficient in critical surveillance applications. The
computing of the sensing relevance in [5] is performed by a
central unit that may add undesired delay to the relevance
assignment process when a critical event occurs. Moreover,
the identification of visual monitoring relevancies is based on
human decisions, visual coverage computation, or processing
of visual patterns [5], which may be too slow when a quick
response for a critical event is required.

In the occurrence of a critical event, as a bomb explosion,
an overheating in a nuclear plant or a car accident, the
cameras that can view the area of interest must be quickly
assigned to a higher relevance level. Thus, we believe that
the approach proposed in [5] is not efficient for critical
surveillance applications. In such context, we propose an
adaptive and decentralized approach for computation and
assignment of monitoring relevance indexes. Moreover, we
propose the use of scalar sensors in conjunction with surveil-
lance cameras, defining a multimodal camera network.

Employing scalar sensors for monitoring of information as
temperature, pressure, radiation, and humidity may enhance
the identification of a critical event, turning it faster when
compared with processing of visual information or human
intervention. In order to attest the expected benefits of the
proposed approach, some practical usages of the computed
monitoring indexes are presented. We believe that this inno-
vative approachmay considerably benefit critical surveillance
applications.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 presents some related works. Section 3 brings the
statements and definitions of the proposed adaptive mon-
itoring relevance approach. Some optimizations based on
monitoring relevance indexes are presented in Section 4,
followed by conclusions and references.

2. Related Works

Camera networks can be employed for a large set of monitor-
ing functions.However, there are a lot of issues that need to be
properly addressed, turning optimization of these networks
into a relevant research topic. In fact, many investigations
have been performed over different topics, as deployment,
calibration, computer vision, energy efficiency, and data
coding. Camera positioning and the resulting visual coverage
of the network is indeed a high relevant topic andmanyworks
have been concerned with optimizations of the way cameras
view the monitored field [2, 9]. Furthermore, investigations
have been focused on the applicability of camera networks,
focusing on tracking and surveillance applications [10, 11].

Although camera calibration and coverage optimization
are relevant issues, we are more concerned in this paper with
the transmission of visual data. In fact, camera networks or
more strictly wireless visual sensor networks present many
challenges due to the nature of the transmitted information.
Even wired camera networks may face unacceptable levels of
congestion and packet losses, when there are many cameras
concurrently transmitting visual information of the moni-
tored field. Some recent works have been concerned with
different issues of visual data transmission in these networks,
addressing prioritization as a reasonable approach to enhance
the network performance.

Event-driven monitoring is a key function of cam-
era networks. Frequently, the network will have a usual
transmission pattern where standard or low-quality visual
information will be transmitted from the sources to the
network gateway. However, some critical event may trigger
high-quality transmissions from the source nodes that can
sense the desired event. Thus, the network may have to deal
with transmission flows with different relevancies, where
prioritization approaches can be employed to support high-
relevant transmissions [12].

Optimizations based on data-relevance are an effective
way to optimize the network with reduced impact on the
monitoring quality. Usually, these optimizations will be con-
cerned with some QoS parameter, as delay, jitter, throughput,
packet loss and energy consumption [13, 14]. In [15] authors
propose DWT-based image compression, where full reliable
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transmission is only required for high-priority data, accord-
ing to the relevance of DWT subbands for reconstruction of
the original images. The idea in that work is to reduce energy
consumption throughout the path toward the sink. Similarly,
the work in [16] proposes an adaptive reduction of energy
consumption exploiting DWT image compression, achieving
energy saving when adjusting the source coding rate and
the error resilience scheme. DWT compression for image
transmission was also exploited in [17], where high quality is
only necessary for parts of the images with higher relevance
for the application, leaving the remaining data with huge
compression (and lower quality). In a different way, charac-
teristics of video coding can also be exploited to optimize
the network operation. In [18], multipath predictive-encoded
video transmission is investigated inwireless sensor networks
(WSN). In that work, two packet scheduling algorithms are
proposed to be used when the aggregated bandwidth of
the paths is lower than the transmission requirements of
the applications. The proposed optimization discards less
relevant frames in order to adapt the source transmission
rate. Similarly,multipath routing is investigated in [19], where
a cross-layer optimization mechanism based on predictive
encoding is proposed.The solution presented in [19] defines a
path priority scheduling algorithm, where packets containing
more relevant data are assigned to paths with lower delay and
higher bandwidth.

Besides optimizations based on the characteristics of
the transmitted media, the relevance of sensor nodes may
be considered when optimizing the network operation. The
work in [20] proposed a priority-based congestion avoidance
mechanism for wireless sensor networks. Nodes are assigned
to a priority index according to their function or location.
The idea is to assure that nodes with higher priority will get
more bandwidth, providing weighted fairness in relay nodes.
In [12], event-driven transmission flows are prioritized over
query-driven and clock-driven transmissions, where prioriti-
zation is performed when allocating buffers in sensor nodes.
A similar approach is proposed in [21]. In a different way,
the work in [5] proposed the Sensing Relevance (SR) index,
a global general-purpose priority index to be considered by
source nodes and intermediate nodes for any type of network
optimization. Each visual source node is assigned to a partic-
ular SR, which is computed based on the current application
monitoring requirements. Such requirements are mapped in
groups of relevance by a centralized entity (typically the sink).
The groups of relevance are used by source nodes to locally
compute a sensing relevance index, which can be exploited in
many different optimization approaches [6–8].

Optimizations based on media coding bring significant
contributions for general-purpose camera networks, but all
cameras will have the same behavior. When performing
visual monitoring over an area of interest, cameras may
have different relevancies according to what is being viewing
during a desired period of time. In fact, the work in [5]
proposes an effective way to adapt any camera network to
reflect the application monitoring requirements, but it may
be inefficient for critical surveillance applications. When
a critical event occurs, like an explosion during a popular

meeting, more relevant packets must be quickly identified
and prioritized by the network, as in [12, 21]. Exploiting the
concepts of these different approaches, we propose a frame-
work for general-purpose optimizations in camera networks
exploiting the relevance of visual source nodes, in a different
way of [12, 21]. Differently from [5], the proposed framework
can very quickly adapt to the occurrence of critical events,
assigning higher relevancies to cameras that view the affected
area. For that, we define a decentralized sensing relevance
assignment paradigm based on complementary scalar sen-
sors, potentially benefiting critical surveillance applications.

3. Adaptive Monitoring Relevance

Surveillance is the monitoring of changing information. In
fact, there aremany scenarios where surveillance applications
can bring significant results, as in public security, industrial
automation, andnatural disastermonitoring, just to cite a few.
These three application scenarioswere cited because theymay
present unexpected critical situations that need fast moni-
toring, fostering the development of efficient optimization
approaches.

We envisage the use of cameras in conjunctionwith scalar
sensors, composing a multimodal monitoring network. It
may be a single-tier or multitier network [1], and the types
of the employed cameras may vary considerably. In general,
we expect that scalar sensors will be deployed always in
conjunction with cameras, but not necessarily in the same
device. Sensor motes with a single sensing unity may be
deployed, or different sensing functionalities may be com-
bined in a unique sensor. Whatever the case, we expect that
scalar sensors will be deployed to provide information that
can be used to deduce that a critical event has occurred, and
the detection of a critical event will result in the assignment
of higher monitoring relevancies for cameras that are in the
same region of the scalar sensors. The use of scalar sensors
in conjunction with cameras is not a novelty and there are
many works that exploit this concept to compose multitier
camera networks [1, 22, 23]. In a generic way, scalar sensors
are employed to trigger transmissions of visual information,
but we can employ those sensors to alter the current relevance
of already active visual sources.

We expect that cameras and scalar sensors will be con-
currently transmitting information to the gateway of the
network, which may the sink in WSN or a router connecting
to a different network. Also, they may be interconnected
by wireless ad hoc links or wired connections. In the first
case, a cluster-based topology may be employed, where the
cluster head will receive traffic and forward it to one or more
paths toward the sink [24]. For wired networks, routers may
compose the network backbone. In both cases, there will be a
device that will be closer to a subgroup of cameras and scalar
sensors, referred as a monitoring cell, and such device will
receive traffic from them. In the occurrence of a critical event,
these central devices will assign a higher priority index to the
visual source nodes of the monitoring cell.

Next subsections discuss the fundamental concepts
related with the proposed approach for critical surveillance.
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3.1. Monitoring Cell. We define that a camera network will be
composed of𝑀 monitoring cells, a conceptual definition of
a subarea of the network that has a particular monitoring
scope for the surveillance application. For many camera net-
works, the monitored field may have regions with equivalent
significance for the application, as for example, a room,
a street, or a public square. If a critical event occurs in
amonitored cell defined for a public square, as a bomb explo-
sion, the visual sources in that area will retrieve information,
that is, somehow related. And thus they must be assigned to
higher relevance levels in order to retrieve high-quality visual
information from the region affected by the critical event.

Each monitoring cell MC(𝑖), 𝑖 = 0, . . . ,𝑀, is composed
of a group of scalar sensors and cameras, and different cells
must not intersect. A monitoring cell is defined according
to the monitoring requirements of the applications and the
geography of the monitored field, whatever is the number
and configuration of the deployed sensors. Hence, we can
expect that scalar sensors and cameras will be grouped in
the samemonitoring cell according to distance and proximity
criterions. A monitoring cell MC(𝑖) is composed of 𝐽(𝑖) scalar
sensors,𝑄(𝑖) cameras and a (typically) single control node. For
simplicity, the monitoring cell is defined as a rectangular area
represented as MC(𝑖) = (𝑥1, 𝑦1) (𝑥2, 𝑦2) and scalar sensors
and cameras are assumed to be included in a monitoring
cell if they are inside the rectangular area defined by it. The
size of the monitoring cell will be typically related to the
physical dimensions of the area that is being considered for
monitoring, as the size of a room.

In general words, a monitoring cell may be of any size
and 𝐽(𝑖) and 𝑄(𝑖) may virtually assume any value, but every
cell must (typically) have a unique control node. In order
to reduce complexity, we define that the control node will
be a router or a cluster head connecting the nodes of the
monitoring cell to the rest of the network, and thus all
packets transmitted by scalar sensors and cameras from
the monitoring cell will have to cross that control node.
However, it could be any node in the monitoring cell, since
properly configured in all transmitting node of the cell, and
the decision of employing a node that is already in the
transmission path toward the sink is aimed at the reduction
of the complexity of the proposed approach.The control node
should be configured in initial stages of the network life-
time, either deterministically or employing some specialized
protocol. In fact, the definition of the control node may be
performed together with other actions, as the definition of
clusters in wireless sensor networks. If the control node is
a transparent relaying node of the network, the active scalar
sensors and cameras do not need to know where the control
node is, since all packets from the monitoring cell will reach
that node.

Figure 1 presents an example of a wireless visual sensor
network with five monitoring cells.

The control node of the monitoring cell will receive pack-
ets from scalar sensors and cameras and it will consider scalar
information when detecting a critical event. That element
will always relay visual data packets from the monitoring
cell, but it may not relay scalar data packets depending on
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Figure 1: Monitoring cells in a wireless visual sensor network.

the application requirements, which may require only visual
data from the monitored field.

The detection of a critical event will be performed
employing scalar information retrieved from the monitored
cell and thus the capability of the cell to detect such events
depends on the number and configurations of scalar sensors.
A scalar sensor 𝑠(𝑖,𝑗), 𝑗 = 0, . . . , 𝐽(𝑖), will have a sensing
range of 𝑟(𝑖,𝑗) and usually the sensing coverage is modeled
as a circular region [25], resulting in an area of 𝜋 ⋅ 𝑟2(𝑖,𝑗).
The ideal monitoring cell will be at least 1-coverage but the
level of coverage of the cell may be lower, what may result in
undetected events. Generally, there are three different types of
coverage in WSN: area coverage, point coverage, and barrier
coverage [25]. In the area coverage, we are concernedwith the
monitoring of one ormore areas of themonitored field, while
the point coverage is focused onmonitoring of a set of targets.
At last, the barrier coverage creates a conceptual barrier
that avoids undetected penetration. For the monitoring cell,
we want to perform area coverage, where regions without
coverage should be avoided.

The 𝐾-coverage metric [26, 27] says that every point in
the deployed region is within the coverage ranges of at least
𝐾 sensor nodes. For a monitoring cell, a 1-coverage network
indicates that, in the absence of node failures, any event
inside the considered cell will be sensed by at least one sensor
node. In other words, we can expect that any event inside the
rectangle defined by (𝑥1, 𝑦1) (𝑥2, 𝑦2) will be always detected.
Figure 2 presents an example of a 1-coverage monitoring cell.

Of course, we also desire that the network be at least 1-
connected [28], indicating that the scalar sensors have always
at least one active transmission path to the sink/gateway of
the network. It was shown in [29] that if the communication
range is at least twice the sensing range, a𝐾-covered network
results in a 𝐾-connected network.

Considering the planning of critical surveillance applica-
tions, a problem that arises is determining the area covered
by a number of deployed sensors. In fact, the definition of
a monitoring cell is conceptual and it does not depend on
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Figure 2: A 1-coverage monitoring cell.

deployed scalar sensors. However, a monitoring cell may
be badly covered. In such way, we may want to assess the
coverage level of the monitoring cell, which may be reflected
in the probability that a critical event will be detected.
Moreover, we may want to determine the minimum number
of sensor nodes and their configurations to assure that the
monitoring cell is at least 1-coverage. Many mathematical
formulations in last decade have addressed the coverage
problem in WSN [25–27], bringing valuable contributions to
our investigation. However, since camera networks may be
composed of many monitoring cells, a common modeling
problem is the border effect. This problem is resulted from
the fact that sensor nodes near the border of the monitoring
cell will cover less area than sensors placed midway [27],
hardening mathematical formulations.

Scalar sensorsmay be deployed in a random or determin-
istic way, but it is common to consider in theory a random
uniform distribution over the monitored field. Based on the
formulations proposed in [27], we can compute the expected
area collectively covered by the scalar sensors in amonitoring
cell, 𝐸[MC(𝑖)], as described in (1). We define 𝑟 as the sensing
range for all deployed scalar sensors and a 𝑙 × 𝑚 monitoring
cell, where 𝑙 = |𝑥1 − 𝑥2| and𝑚 = |𝑦1 − 𝑦2|.
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The estimated percentage of coverage of the monitor-
ing cell by the scalar sensors can be achieved computing
𝐸[MC(𝑖)]/(|𝑥1 − 𝑥2| ⋅ |𝑦1 − 𝑦2|).

Depending on the size of the monitoring cell and the
number and configurations of the deployed scalar sensors,
a 1-coverage configuration may not be achieved. The for-
mulation in (1) can help when planning the surveillance
application.

A monitoring cell MC(𝑖) will be configured with a partic-
ular location, 𝐿 (𝑖), which is a characteristic of the monitoring
cell according to where scalar sensors and cameras are
deployed. In fact, when performing surveillance over amoni-
tored field, some regionsmay bemore critical for the applica-
tion. For example, during a marathon, monitoring cells that
are defined over regions with high people concentration will
be more critical than cells covering surrounding areas. In
a nuclear plant, monitoring cells covering nuclear reactors
are more relevant than cells viewing the parking area. The
location of the monitoring cells is a relevant parameter that
must be properly considered when assigning the monitoring
index. We define that 𝐿 (𝑖) may assume one of two different
values: Normal or Relevant. A critical event that occurs in
a relevant monitoring cell will be more significant for the
application than the same event in a normal cell.

3.2. Critical Event. During the network lifetime a lot of events
may occur and we expect that most of them will be detected
by scalar sensors. However, some of those events may be
critical for the application. We define a Critical Event (CE) as
a critical or catastrophic event that occurs in amonitoring cell
during the network operation and that must be monitored
with high visual monitoring relevance. It may be a bomb
explosion, a boiler overheating, a volcanic explosion, a car
accident, a fire in a building, or any event that may cause
significant damage to people and property. More specifically,
a critical event has a high potential to cause loss of lives.When
a critical event occurs, visual sources in the same monitoring
cell will be assigned to the same relevance index, which may
be exploited for prioritized transmission over the network.

A critical event 𝑒 will be manifested in an area defined
as 𝐴 (𝑒). For simplicity, 𝐴 (𝑒) is represented as a circular area
with radius 𝑟(𝑒), and thus the effective area of a critical event
is defined as𝐴 (𝑒) = 𝜋 ⋅ 𝑟

2
(𝑒). Figure 3 presents a general hetero-

geneous wireless sensor network where two different explo-
sions are occurring in different regions of a camera network.

There aremanyways to detect and identify a critical event.
We consider that scalar sensors will provide information that
can be indirectly used to detect a CE, employing a threshold-
based approach. For that, a critical event 𝑒 can only be
detected if at least one scalar sensor can cover part of 𝐴 (𝑒). In
fact, if𝐴 (𝑒) intersects with the area ofMC(𝑖), (𝑥1−𝑥2)⋅(𝑦1−𝑦2),
but it does not intersect with 𝜋 ⋅ 𝑟2(𝑖,𝑗), for any 𝑗 = 0, . . . , 𝐽(𝑖),
the event cannot be detected. Moreover, a single critical event
may be detected and identified by more than one monitoring
cell.

An event is detected exclusively by scalar sensors, but it
is only identified as a critical event by the control node. We
initially propose that one or more of at least five different
types of scalar informationwill be considered when detecting
and identifying a critical event, which are temperature,
pressure, humidity, radiation, and seismic variation, but other
types of sensors could be employed (e.g., smoke, toxic gases,
and luminosity sensors). A critical threshold will be defined
for each of them, depending on the type of surveillance
that will be performed and the expected critical events for
the target applications. For example, a bomb explosion may
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Figure 3: Critical events in a camera network.

present a different temperature pattern when compared with
an accident in a nuclear plant, and thus we cannot consider
a unique temperature threshold for all surveillance applica-
tions. Hence, when monitoring a sporting competition, for
example, the potentialmenacesmust be previously accounted
and the same is true for industrial automation. In spite of
that, the same procedure is valid for all critical surveillance
applications, since the only difference is the value assumed
for the thresholds.

We define the Threshold for Temperature (TT), the
Threshold for Pressure (TP), the Threshold for Humidity
(TH), the Threshold for Radiation (TR), and the Threshold
for Seismic variation (TS), which are valid for all monitoring
cells of the considered application. A critical event is detected
when at least one sensor report a scalar information (SI)
that is above a predefined threshold (or below for relative
humidity), as presented in Table 1. As scalar sensors will keep
transmitting information even when an CE is detected, the
monitoring cell will return to its standard operation (normal
relevance) when all sensors report information lower (or
higher for relative humidity) than all thresholds.

The thresholdsmust be preconfigured in the control node
(routers or cluster heads) that belongs to each monitoring
cell or broadcasted over the network using some specialized
protocol. As these thresholds are expected to not change
during the applications lifetime in most cases, we believe
that previous configuration is more suitable for critical
surveillance applications.

When a critical event is detected in a monitoring cell,
the corresponding cameras must be quickly notified. The
control node will compute a monitoring relevance index and
broadcast it to all cameras in the monitoring cell, and thus all
corresponding cameras will have the samemonitoring index.

3.3. Monitoring Relevance. After identifying a critical event,
a monitoring relevance index must be computed and deliv-
ered to all cameras in the corresponding monitoring cell.
As we are proposing a decentralized relevance assignment

approach, the control node will process the scalar informa-
tion and will quickly assign relevancies to the cameras of the
corresponding monitoring cell.

We define theMonitoring Relevance index (MR) as a 2 bit
numeric value indicating the relevance of the transmitted
information from the visual source (camera or visual sensor).
As stated before, it is computed according to the occurrence
of a critical event, but the control node also considers the
location of the monitoring cell.

The computation of the monitoring relevance index is
depicted in Table 2.

After computing the monitoring relevance, the new MR
must be delivery to all cameras of the monitoring cell. It
may be broadcasted in control messages of MAC protocols,
considering technologies as IEEE 802.15.4 or IEEE 802.11, or
using specific application-layermessages. In order to facilitate
the use of the proposed approach in generic networks, we
defined theMonitoringRelevance Protocol (MRP) to support
the broadcast of the computed MR.

The control node must deliver the computed MR index
of the monitoring cell as soon as possible, employing the
MRP. The Monitoring Relevance Protocol is indeed a very
simple protocol that defines a single message, theMonitoring
Relevance Notification (MRN). The MRN is a 24 bit message
that is always transmitted by the element that computed
the MR and it is always received and processed by visual
sources. In this initial version, no acknowledgment message
is required. Figure 4 presents the MRN message.

The 2 bit field V represents the version of the protocol that
is being considered. The current version is “00”. The second
field is used to indicate the computed monitoring index,
which is represented by 2 bits. As the possible values for MR
may be extended in future versions of the proposed adaptive
monitoring approach, there is a 4 bit reserved field (Res). At
last, the 16 bit CRC is a cyclic redundant check used to verify
if the received message was corrupted during transmission,
where corrupted messages are silently dropped.

The firstMRNmessagemust be broadcasted immediately
after the computation of a monitoring relevance index for the
monitoring cell, in the reverse paths from the control node
to the visual sources. In order to assure that all cameras will
receive the new computed MR, new MRN messages must
be transmitted every second, during 30 seconds. This initial
time is crucial when monitoring a critical event and thus
MRNmessagesmust be broadcasted continuously. After that,
newMRNmessages may be broadcasted every minute, in the
case new cameras are dynamically connected to amonitoring
cell. If no scalar sensors report a SI that still triggers critical
monitoring, the control node must return the MR index of
the cell to the irrelevant level, but those nodes may consider
a backoff of 1 minute or more to assure that the event is not
critical anymore.

Scalar sensors will also receive MRN messages, but they
must disregard the received messages.

The expected energy consumption when broadcasting
MRN messages is very low, as can be assessed employ-
ing theoretical formulations. Based on energy consumption
models on literature [15, 30] we know that the consumed
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Table 1: Detecting a critical event.

Scalar information Event Example of threshold
Irrelevant Critical

Temperature SI < TT SI ≥ TT TT = 100∘ Celsius
Pressure SI < TP SI ≥ TP TP = 500 kPa, potentially indicating an explosion
Humidity SI > TH SI ≤ TH TH = Relative humidity of 10%
Radiation SI < TR SI ≥ TR TR = 100mSv, which is highly dangerous
Seismic variation SI < TS SI ≥ TS TS = 7.0 in Richter Scale

Table 2: Computing the monitoring relevance.

Event Location MR
Irrelevant Normal or Relevant 0
Critical Normal 1
Critical Relevant 2

V MR Res

2 2 4 16

CRC

Figure 4: Monitoring Relevance Notification message.

energy to send and receive bits on a node ℎ depends on
the transmission power, 𝑃𝑤𝑡(ℎ), the power for bits reception,
𝑃𝑤𝑟(ℎ), and the time for transmission of 1 bit, 𝑡𝑥(ℎ). If we
define that every packet will have 𝑥 bits for all packet’s
headers, a single MRN message will size 𝑥 + 24 bits. For a
period of 𝑡 seconds and a transmission frequency 𝑓 (average
transmitted packets per second), and assuming a lossless and
contention-free communication scenario, we can estimate
the energy consumption for packet transmissions,𝐸𝑡(𝑝,ℎ), and
receptions, 𝐸𝑟(𝑝,ℎ), as expressed in (2).

𝐸𝑡(ℎ) = 𝑡 ⋅ 𝑓 ⋅ (𝑥 + 24) ⋅ 𝑃𝑤𝑡(ℎ) ⋅ 𝑡𝑥(ℎ),

𝐸𝑟(ℎ) = 𝑡 ⋅ 𝑓 ⋅ (𝑥 + 24) ⋅ 𝑃𝑤𝑟(ℎ) ⋅ 𝑡𝑥(ℎ).
(2)

The basic formulation defined in (2) is very simple, but
relates the number of hops of the paths and the number
of MRN messages with the average energy consumption.
Although sleeping periods are not modeled in (2), which
play an important role in real-world communications, we
can expect low energy consumptionwhen broadcastingMRN
messages, especially after 30 seconds of delivering.

Figure 5 presents the expected cumulative energy con-
sumptionwhen broadcastingMRNmessages in amonitoring
cell. We define 𝑥 = 26 bytes, 𝑃𝑤𝑡(ℎ) = 57.42mW (0 dBm),
𝑃𝑤𝑟(ℎ) = 62mWand 𝑡𝑥(ℎ) = 4 𝜇s for all intermediate nodes of
the paths. The energy consumption is estimated for 210 s (3.5
minutes) of MRN broadcasting and transmission paths with
10 hops at most. Although it was considered transmissions
over a single path for simplicity, the same energy consump-
tion pattern is expectedwhenMRNmessages are broadcasted
over many transmission paths.

Note that after 30 s the increasing in energy consumption
is very low, since newMRNmessages will only be transmitted
every minute.
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Figure 5: Average energy consumption when transmitting MRN
messages.

As defined before, a critical event 𝑒 will have an area
of 𝐴 (𝑒). If this event is detected in a monitoring cell that is
not monitoring a critical event, all visual sources will receive
a new MR index. In fact, as cameras follow a directional
sensing model [4, 5], they may view any part of the mon-
itoring cell, including regions outside the cell. However,
in a critical surveillance application, monitoring of regions
near the occurrence of a critical event may be also relevant,
and thus the proposed approach is not concerned with the
effective Field of View (FoV), but the physical proximity of
sensors. Future works may consider FoV computation when
defining monitoring cells.

TheMRof themonitoring cell will represent the relevance
of the transmitted visual information for the surveillance
applications. This information may be exploited in different
ways, achieving different levels of network optimizations.
For that, every visual data packet must include in its header
the MR of its monitoring cell. Doing so, routers, switchers,
or intermediate sensor nodes may differentiate incoming
packets, assuring higher priority to visual data traffic from
monitoring cells with higher MR. The value for MR may be
included in the packet header just before the data payload,
incurring in a very small additional overhead, or be used
together with other QoS information (as the data coding
relevance [17, 22]).

3.4. Relevant Issues When Employing the Proposed Approach.
The proposed framework for adaptive monitoring relevance
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Figure 6: Coverage for a 100m × 100mmonitoring cell.

is centered on the definitions of monitoring cells. In fact,
monitoring cells are defined according to the monitoring
requirements of the application in terms of the regions to
be monitored, instead of characteristics of the deployed
sensors and transmission links. If we know, for example,
that a monitoring cell will be defined to create a uniform
monitoring scope for a room or a corner of a street, some
questions may arise when deploying the network. In short,
we may be concerned with the number of scalar sensors that
should be deployed inside the monitoring cell in order to
assure high confidence when detecting an event. Moreover,
we may want to determine the current coverage level of the
scalar sensors.

The formulation in (1) can be used to estimate the level
of coverage in a monitoring cell, for a uniform distribution
of scalar sensors. Figure 6 presents the results for a 100m ×

100mmonitoring cell, for different configurations of sensing
range (m) and number of deployed sensors.

When the coverage level reaches 100%, the monitor-
ing cell is assumed to be 1-coverage and any event that
occurs inside the cell will be detected. From Figure 6, such
configuration would be achieved when more scalar sensors
with higher sensing range are deployed. However, for bigger
monitoring cells, it will be harder to assure a 1-coverage
configuration. Figure 7 presents the coverage level for a
300m × 300m monitoring cell, assuming the same range of
configurations for scalar sensors.

We may be also concerned with the fault tolerance of the
network, requiring 𝐾 > 1. In fact, nodes may be harmed
during monitoring or run out of energy. Thus, in order to
achieve higher fault tolerance, it is required that more sensors
are deployed in themonitoring cell, also demanding a specific
formulation for the area coverage in such scenarios.

Sometimes, the area of the monitoring cell will have
a coverage level lower than 100%.Although this configuration
may result in undetected events, the monitoring cell is still
significant for the overall functions of the application and
scalar sensors may very often detect a critical event. If 𝐴 (𝑒)
is big, depending on the configurations of the scalar sensors,
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Figure 7: Coverage for a 300m × 300mmonitoring cell.

it can be detectedwith high probability even if themonitoring
cell is not 1-coverage. Some investigations have modeled the
problem of coverage with holes [31], which may be also
considered when planning monitoring cells without 100%
coverage.

The number of cameras and scalar sensors in a cell may
vary, where dense deployment is likely to provide higher
levels of coverage. However, for large cells with very dense
sensors deployment, event detection may be significantly
delayed, especially when it occurs far from the control node.
As a critical event must be quickly reflected in a higher
monitoring relevance for visual sources in the monitoring
cell, packets containing information sensed by scalar nodes
should be transmitted with time constraints. In short, the
coverage detection time depends on many aspects, as con-
nection range, node deployment density, and employedMAC
protocols, but techniques as data fusion will typically reduce
the event detection delay [32, 33].

In real-world environments, unpredictable environmen-
tal noises can trigger false alarms and thus the control node
may employ some strategy to deal with faulty events. For
example, the control node may require scalar information
from more than one scalar sensor to identify a critical event
or request that the event is reported during some time until
it may be reliably identified. However, as we desire quick
response to a critical event, such strategies must be properly
designed to not prejudice the application requirements for
critical surveillance.

As a last comment, mechanisms to compute optimized
number of clusters in a wireless sensor network may be
employed when selecting the control node [34]. In fact,
a monitoring cell may be composed of many clusters where
a single cluster head will be selected as the control node (the
one that relays packets from all nodes of the cell). However,
for large monitoring cells, packets may be connected to the
network through more than one node, what may lead us to
define more than one control node. In a general way, more
than one control node may be defined as long as they can
broadcast MRP messages to all visual sources of the cell. If
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the scope of significance defined by the monitoring cell is
respected, we can employ different approaches when defining
control nodes.

4. Exploiting the Monitoring Relevance Index

When a critical event is detected in a monitoring cell, every
camera and visual sensor will be assigned to a new moni-
toring relevance index through broadcasted MRN messages.
TheMR represents a priority index of themonitoring cell and
higher values of MR should result in a higher overall quality
for the transmitted information. In fact, the monitoring rele-
vance concept may be exploited in different ways to optimize
the transmission of visual information, in wired camera
networks or wireless visual sensor networks, achieving higher
quality in different stages of the communication.

Next subsections present some useful examples of practi-
cal exploitation of the monitoring relevancies in camera and
visual sensor networks. A camera network may implement
only one optimizationmechanismor two ormore approaches
may be composed to form a more complex optimization
solution. Whatever the case, many other possibilities may be
envisaged to achieve higher quality whenmonitoring cells are
differentiated by their current monitoring relevance.

4.1. MR-Based Transmission. During ordinary monitoring
(when no critical event has occurred), camera and visual
sensors may be transmitting visual information with low or
average quality. Doing so, energy is saved over the network,
when resource-constrained wireless visual sensor networks
are deployed. If energy is not a relevant optimization issue,
transmission of low-quality data may reduce the demand for
database storage space. In short, if what is being viewed is not
critical, the transmitted visual information may have only an
(low) acceptable quality when reconstructed.

In the occurrence of a critical event, visual data with high
quality (e.g., with high resolution, compression efficiency,
and transmission frequency) should be transmitted, since it
may be relevant in rescue operations, crisis management or
criminal investigation. Moreover, redundant inactive cam-
eras might be turned on and start transmission, enriching the
monitored information.

There are many ways to optimize the transmitted infor-
mation based on the monitoring indexes. A reasonable pos-
sibility is employing different coding algorithms depending
on the assigned MR. Table 3 presents a mapping between
the MR index and the coding algorithm, but many other
configurations may be defined according to the surveillance
application requirements.

For higher values of MR, visual sources will transmit data
with higher quality, as presented in Table 3. For example,
while for MR = 0 the transmission rate for each camera may
be lower than 100Kbps when streaming video, for MR = 2

we can expect transmission rates higher than 1Mbps. In such
way, the communication linksmay be overloaded, potentially
demanding additional MR-based optimizations.

Instead of selecting different coding algorithms and con-
figurations according to theMR index, we can also exploit the

different relevancies of data produced by the employed codec.
Video streams and still images can be processed by coding
algorithms that produce data with different relevancies for
the reconstruction of the original media, as in [15–17].
Table 4 presents a mapping between MR indexes and coding
quality, but now exploiting the characteristics of DWT [15–
17] and MPEG-4 [35] coding techniques. Doing so, cameras
in higher relevant monitoring cells will transmit visual data
with higher quality. In general, exploiting the relevancies of
parts of the encoded data, as presented in Table 4, may be
more energy-efficient than considering different full-quality
coding techniques, as in Table 3, but the perceived quality is
lowered.

We assessed the energy consumption when exploiting
the MR indexes in wireless visual sensor networks. For
that, the Castalia simulation framework [36] was considered
for simulations of transmissions from three different visual
source nodes with different MR indexes. Castalia is a C++
discrete-event simulator based on the OMNet++ platform.

Figure 8 presents the energy consumption for a trans-
mission path composed of 10 intermediate nodes uniformly
distributed, where the distance between neighbor nodes is
10m. The employed MAC protocol is T-MAC [37], a duty-
cycle protocol that defines dynamic sleeping periods for
higher energy efficiency. We consider that visual sources
transmit a single 8 bit uncompressed grayscale 56 × 56 image
every second. Considering that the effective payload area of
every data packet is 196 bytes, every transmitted image will
be packetized in 16 packets for MR = 2. If MR = 1, 4 packets
will be transmitted for every image. At last, for MR = 0, only
1 packet will be transmitted by the visual source, according to
the configurations of the DWT coding algorithm [15, 16].

When transmitting fewer DWT subbands, the quality of
the received images will be lowered. Figure 9 presents an
example of received images from cameras with different MR
indexes. Note that the expected quality of received images
when a critical event is detected (MR = 2 and MR = 1)
is higher than usual transmissions in the absence of critical
events (MR = 0).

4.2. Delay-Aware Routing. Generally, critical surveillance
applicationsmay be composed of conventionalwired cameras
or resource-constrained wireless visual sensors. In these
applications, when a critical event is detected and a new
MR is assigned to the visual sources, still images or videos
streams will need to be delivered as soon as possible to the
gateway, for instant visualization, storage or processing. In
such context, there may be many active transmission paths
from the monitoring cells to the gateway, each one with
particular characteristics in terms of residual energy and
average end-to-end delay.

Transmission delay may be originated from different
aspects of communications, as the network interface func-
tioning, the wireless radio operation, the MAC protocol, the
congestion control approach, the error recovery mechanism,
and the transmission rate. Moreover, for wireless visual sen-
sor networks, nodes may employ duty-cycle MAC protocols,
which add sleeping times into the radio operation [37].
During sleeping time the node is unable to process or relay
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Table 3: Visual data coding according to MR.

Optimization Monitoring Relevance index
0 1 2

Image coding JPEG, compression rate of 20 : 1
and 8-bit grayscale images

JPEG 2000, compression rate of
10 : 1 and 16-bit colored images

JPEG 2000, compression rate of
10 : 1 and 24-bit colored images

Image and video size QCIF (176 × 144) CIF (352 × 288) 4CIF (704 × 576)
Video coding H.263 MPEG-4 H.264
Video frames 10 fps 15 fps 20 fps

Table 4: MR index associated to parts of the encoded visual data.

Optimization Monitoring Relevance index
0 1 2

Image transmission with DWT LL(2) subband LL(2), HL(2), LH(2) and HH(2) subbands All DWT subbands
Video transmission with MPEG-4 I-Frames P-Frames and I-Frames All frames
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Figure 8: Energy consumption according to the monitoring rele-
vance index.

packets, increasing the end-to-end communication delay.
Such complex scenario is hard to formulate, pushing us to
adopt some level of simplification.

We assume that each communication link 𝑙 in any path
𝑝 will have an average end-to-end delay of 𝑑(𝑝,𝑙). The average
end-to-end delay of a path 𝑝,𝐷(𝑝), is formulated in (3), where
each path 𝑝 is composed of𝐻(𝑝) links.

𝐷(𝑝) =

𝐻(𝑝)

∑

𝑙=0

(𝑑(𝑝,𝑙)) . (3)

For a network or subnetwork composed of 𝑛 routing paths
𝑝, 𝑝 = {𝑝1, . . . , 𝑝𝑛}, we can expect that each path 𝑝𝑖 has
an end-to-end transmission delay of 𝐷(𝑝𝑖). Based on (3), we
can roughly state that the end-to-end delay increases when
packets have to cross more links, and if𝐻(𝑝𝑖) > 𝐻(𝑝𝑗) we can

expect that 𝐷(𝑝𝑖) > 𝐷(𝑝𝑗). This is a reasonable simplification
that can be considered by routers or cluster heads when
forwarding packets [7, 38].

Estimating the expected end-to-end delay through the
number of links that compose the paths is a reasonable
simplification, but more complex delay estimative may be
adopted. In fact, dynamic delay measurement approaches
could be employed to monitor the characteristics of the links,
automatically adapting the routing strategies [34, 37, 38].

In order to allow quick reception of visual data transmit-
ted from monitoring cells with higher monitoring relevance,
paths with lower end-to-end delay should be exclusively
employed for transmission of visual data packets with higher
MR. Besides potential reduction of the communication delay,
the transmission flow in links that compose the paths with
lower expected delaywill be diminishedwhen avoiding trans-
mission of packets with low relevance (MR = 0), potentially
reducing congestion and packets collisions. Routers or cluster
headswill rely on theMR included in every transmitted visual
data packet when choosing the appropriate transmission
paths.

Initially, if the total required transmission bandwidth
for packets with MR = 2 is equal or greater than the
sum of the available bandwidth of all active paths from the
considered router or cluster head, every path must be loaded
with the highest-relevance flow until its maximum capacity.
The remaining packets are silently dropped, unless trafficwith
MR = 2 can be completely transmitted through the available
paths. In general words, a path 𝑝𝑖 will only be considered
for routing of a traffic with MR = 𝑡 when all traffic with
MR = 𝑡 + 1 has been already associated to paths with lower
average end-to-end delay, for 0 ≤ 𝑡 < 2.

In the case there is no critical event, all monitoring cells
will be transmitting visual information with MR = 0. Doing
so, the transmission flows are equally distributed over the
available paths, whatever are the characteristics of the paths.

We assume that transmission paths are established using
some routing protocol [39]. Moreover, we expect that the
routing protocol may provide information of the number
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Figure 9: Quality of received images at the destination.
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Figure 10: Camera network deployed for critical surveillance.

of hops of the paths, indirectly estimating the average end-
to-end delay [40], but dynamic approaches may be also
considered [41–43].

Figure 10 presents a graphical example of a small hetero-
geneous camera network deployed for critical surveillance.
There are two different monitoring cells that are both con-
nected to the gateway (sink) through three different trans-
mission paths. Each monitoring cell has three active visual
sources, which are initially transmitting visual information
with MR = 0. Moreover, each path has an expected average
end-to-enddelay according to the number of links (hops) that
compose the path. In such way, path 1 has the lowest expected
delay.

We estimated the traffic load on path 1 according to
different transmission configurations for the visual sources,
in the occurrence of a critical event. Every transmission path
has an available transmission bandwidth of 1Mbps and the
transmission rate of every visual source ranges from 50 kbps
to 300 kbps.

In order to compare the proposed routing approach with
a MR-unaware algorithm, we considered a fair load balance
strategy that route packets according to the “weight” of the
paths, where paths with higher expected end-to-end delay
receive less traffic. Hence, according to (3), if,𝐷(𝑝𝑖) = 2⋅𝐷(𝑝𝑗),

𝑝𝑖 should receive twice the traffic of 𝑝𝑗. The algorithm to
perform the load balance is formulated in (4), where 𝑇(𝑝) is
the traffic load in path 𝑝 and 𝐵(𝑠) is the current transmission
rate of visual source 𝑠, considering that the camera network
(or subnetwork) is composed of 𝑚 visual sources 𝑠, 𝑠 =

{𝑠1, . . . , 𝑠𝑚}, in one or more monitoring cells.

𝑇 (𝑝) =
(∑
𝑚

𝑠=1 𝐵 (𝑠))
2

𝐷(𝑝) ⋅ ∑
𝑛

𝑖=1 (∑
𝑚

𝑠=1 𝐵 (𝑠) /𝐷(𝑖))
. (4)

For this fair load balance mechanism, when ∑𝑚𝑠=1 𝐵(𝑠)
is close to the sum of the available bandwidth of all paths,
or even when there are some paths with 𝐷(𝑝) much higher
than the expected delay of other paths, the calculated traffic
load for a single path may be higher than its maximum
transmission bandwidth. In such case, the exceeding load
must be equally distributed among the remaining paths.

Figure 11 presents the percentage of occupation of path
1 in Figure 10, considering traffic from the two monitoring
cells. In that graphic it is presented the percentage of occu-
pation when no critical event has occurred (MR = 0 for all
cells), when a critical event is detected only inmonitoring cell
2 (MR = 2) and a when aMR-unaware fair loading algorithm
is considered, following the formulation in (4).

When a critical event is detected inmonitoring cell 2, path
1 (lowest expected end-to-end delay) will receive only the
transmitted packets from that cell. It is the best configuration
when a critical event needs to bemonitored inmonitoring cell
2. On the other hand, when there is no critical event (MR = 0
for all cells), all paths receive the same load. The fair loading
algorithmwill allocatemore traffic to path 1, but packets from
both cells are routed to that path. In fact, it is not a good
approach when a critical event is detected in cell 2, as can
been seen in Figure 12. In that graphic, only traffic from the
monitoring cell 2 in path 1 is presented.

As one can see in Figure 12, the proposed approach
assures that most relevant packets are routed through paths
with lower end-to-end delay, potentially bringing significant
contributions for critical surveillance applications. Note that
when both cells are monitoring different or the same critical
event, all available bandwidth in path 1 will be considered (for
MR = 1 or MR = 2 for both cells), or path 1 will be allocated
for MR = 2 traffic and path2 will be associated to MR = 1

traffic.
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Figure 11: Traffic load in path 1 from all monitoring cells.
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Figure 12: Traffic load in path 1 from monitoring cell 2.

We believe that the adoption of the concept ofmonitoring
relevance as a prioritization parameter for packet routing
can assure that more critical visual information for the
surveillance application will reach the destination with lower
average delay.

4.3. Congestion Avoidance and Packet Prioritization. Some-
times, the current processing capability of routers or cluster
heads may be insufficient to process the incoming packets.
Additionally, the available transmission paths may be over-
loaded. In both cases, congestionmay cause packet dropping,
potentially degrading the quality of the reconstructed visual
data at the destination and disrupting the viewing experience.
For critical surveillance applications, packets transmitted
from monitoring cells that are viewing critical events are

highly relevant, and packet dropping in congested nodes
should be reduced as much as possible. One should note
that it may be hard to predict congestion, especially when
idles nodes suddenly wake up and increase the overall
transmission rate, which may happen when a critical event
is detected in a monitoring cell.

There are some mechanisms to mitigate congestion,
where the reduction in the source transmission rate is the
most usual approach. However, while nodes are congested
and the congestion cause is not solved, data packets may be
dropped, potentially impacting the application quality.

We designed a MR-based packet processing mechanism
where every router or intermediate node implement a
receiving queue to temporarily store incoming packets for
processing and routing. When the packet arrival rate exceeds
the packet service rate, incoming packets will be inserted in
the receiving queue, waiting for processing. However, if such
condition remains and the queue becomes full, new received
packets will be silently dropped.We propose that packets will
be selected for discarding in congested nodes according to the
value forMR inserted in every transmitted visual data packet.

When a new packet reaches an intermediate node with
a full receiving queue, an algorithm will be employed to
replace a lower relevant packet in the queue by a newly
incoming higher relevant packet. The receiving queue might
be sorted, with average complexity of𝑂(𝑛⋅log(𝑛)), depending
on the available resources, since such processing could waste
resources in wireless sensor networks. On the other hand,
the complexity for removing a low-relevant packet and the
subsequent insertion of a packet with higher MR is 𝑂(𝑛) in
the worst case.

We evaluated the proposed packet prioritization
approach considering transmissions from three monitoring
cells. A reader/writer simulator was designed and imple-
mented to estimate the percentage of packet loss. In that
program, the packet arrival order is scrambled and only the
average results after 10 consecutive tests are considered. The
congestion is obtained when the packet arrival rate exceeds
the packet processing rate and the simulation is performed
considering this ratio ranging from 1.2 to 3.0.

In Figure 13 we present the percentage of packet loss from
monitoring cell 1 when a router has a reception queue for 40
packets and a burst of 300 packets is received (100 packets
from each monitoring cell). We simulated a MR-unaware
algorithm where all packets have same relevance, as long
as a MR-based prioritization approach where packets from
monitoring cell 1 have MR = 2 (and the remaining cells have
not detected a critical event).

As expected, when the monitoring relevance index is
considered for packet prioritization in congested nodes, high-
relevant packets are more likely to be preserved, potentially
reducing the impact of congestion over the quality of the
reconstructed visual data.

5. Conclusions

Visual surveillance networks have been employed for a lot
of monitoring applications. For some of them, critical events
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Figure 13: Packet loss in transmissions from monitoring cell 1.

need to be monitored with high relevance, helping in rescue
operations, crisis management, and criminal investigation.
Mechanisms to assign such relevancies and exploit them
for network optimizations may bring significant results for
critical surveillance applications.

In this work, we have proposed a decentralized mech-
anism based on monitored scalar information for quick
assignment ofmonitoring relevance indexes.Thegeneral pro-
cedures to assign the relevancies and a generic application-
layer protocol were described. Moreover, we proposed three
optimization mechanisms that exploit the concept of moni-
toring relevance. Some initial results were described to attest
the expected benefits of the proposed approaches.

This work is not concluded yet. New investigations will
be focused on experimental verifications of the detection
of critical events. We want to precisely measure the time
for assignment of a new MR inside a monitoring cell.
Additionally, we aim at specifications of new optimization
mechanisms. Among the possibilities, the monitoring rel-
evancies could be considered to dynamically optimize the
Field of View of Pan-Tilt-Zoom (PTZ) cameras.

The proposed monitoring relevance concept can play an
important role in near future camera networks, especially
when critical events may occur in a monitored area. We
believe that the presented results are a first step in this
direction.
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